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In the list below there is reference to the "AV Department" and to the "Reference Department". Here is a brief description of these two components of many libraries. The Audio-visual Department lends both records and films (8 mm and 16 mm). Among the records in the Saskatoon Public Library are several of nature sounds, including the two Peterson albums of bird songs (west and east). Several of the films are on natural history. There are also catalogues of films available from other sources.

As will be noted in the list below, our Reference Department has some books that are not found in the Circulation Department. While Reference books can be used only in the library, we have listed two books from that Department both for your information and because they may be in the circulation departments of other libraries. (The call number would probably be similar with the "R" deleted.)

Our Reference Department also has a large selection of atlases and maps. Included are flat maps of countries and cities around the world (these may be borrowed) as well as topographical, geological and land use maps (which may not be borrowed). There are also several cabinets which contain the Tourist File. It includes booklets, road maps and other material on countries, provinces, states and cities, and these may be borrowed.

For boys and girls up to Grade 7, there are additional books on holiday places and activities in the Children's Department of the library.

ANGIER, Bradford. Wilderness cookery. 1963. Details on preparing game are combined with information on wild fruit and vegetables to make this a useful book for hunter, fisherman, camper, outdoor vacationist, and backyard barbecuer. 641.6 A588

BAIRD, D. M. Nature's heritage. 1967. A book which shows the beauty and diversity of nature throughout Canada's national parks. 917.141

BROWN, P. L. What star is that? 1971. A guide to galaxies, constellations, stars, planets with 58 illustrations, 7 deep space charts, and 15 colour slides housed in the department. Y523.8 I3

CHERRINGTON, E. H. Exploring the moon through binoculars. 1969. A do-it-yourself space programme with photographs and gazetteer of lunar features which enable the reader to obtain a detailed look at the moon with the only requirements being a telescope or a pair of binoculars and access to the sky. Y523.3 C

FABRI, Ralph. Painting outdoors. 1969. Introduction to outdoor painting and characteristics of oil, watercolour, acrylic, pastel and felt painting. 758.171

FISHER, James. Zoos of the world. 1971. British scientist, writing from firsthand experience, relates an interesting view of purpose, organization, and work of zoos throughout the world. 590.744 I3

FREDRICKSON, O. A. The silence of North. 1972. Narrative of the northern vival of a 28 year old widow and children in an uncleared homestead in Canadian wilderness. 917.12 I3

GRAVES, R. H. Bushcraft. 1972. General instructions on survival in a wilderness situation where only natural materials are available. 613.69 I3

ILLUSTRATED NATURAL HISTORY OF CANADA. A seven volume set on nature and various physical areas of Canada.

ALLEN, R. T. Great Lakes. 1970. (another copy in the Reference Department) 574.9713 I

BODSWORTH, Fred. Pacific Coast. 1970. (another copy in Reference) 574.9711 I

BRAITHWAITE, Max. The western pheasant. 1970. (other copies in Reference, History Room, and Stack) 574.9712 I

EDWARDS, R. Y. The mountain beaver. 1970. (another copy in Reference) 574.971141 I

LEFOLII, Kenneth. St. Lawrence V. 1970. (another copy in Reference) 574.9714 I

LIVINGSTON, J. A. Canada. 1969. (another copy in Reference) 574.971 I

MOON, Barbara. The Canadian St. Lawrence V. 1970. (another copy in Reference) 574.9712 I

COCK, George. *Wild refuge.* The story of National Wildlife Refuges throughout United States and the men who try to save such animals as the American bison and the whooping crane. Y333.78 L427

LEJOHN, B. M. *Why wilderness?* 1971. A port on mismanagement in Lake Provincial Park. 333.78 L777

ALL, R. P. *Fossils for amateurs.* 1972. A de to collecting and preparing invertebrate fossils. 560.75 M143

IONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. *North America's historylands. Touring our land of history.* 1962. For those interested in historical sites in the United States during their vacation, here is a book with 676 pages and maps, most of them in color. (In Reference only) R917.3 N277a

IONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. *North America's wilderness. The scenic national and monuments of the United States.* A book of maps and vacation hints with 90 full-colour illustrations of scenery, wildlife and plants. (In Reference only) R917.3 N277

SONS, Christopher. *Making wildlife films.* 1971. Excellent guide for amateur semi-professional movie enthusiasts. It includes chapters on scripting, filming scenarios, editing, adding sound, manipulating both the subjects and the camera. 778.5369

TON, B. L. *The Canadian Rockies trail.* 1971. A hiker’s manual to the engineering and rugged Rocky Mountain scenery. 796.522 P322

SON, J. E. *Fossils in America.* 1964. A nature, origin, identification, and location, and a range guide to collecting. 560.973 R212

ARFF, Robert. *Canada’s mountain parks.* 1966. Natural history and tourist information are found in a book on the mountain parks of Banff, Jasper, Glacier, Kootenay, Mount stoke, Waterton Lakes and Yoho. 917.1025 S311

H, K. V. *The Canadian bicycle book.* A combination of history and practical advice on the sport of bicycling which shows its unique values as recreation and a fitness activity. 796.6 S653

SPEAR, Borden. *Wilderness Canada.* 1970. Beautiful colour photographs capture the mood and majesty of Canada’s wild and combine with essays by experts to make this a valuable book on Canada. FA917.1 S741w

THOREAU, H. D. *In wilderness is the preservation of the world.* 1967. Each selection by Thoreau is faced by an interpretive colour photography by Eliot Porter, 72 full pages in all to make a beautiful, impressive volume. 779.3 T488

ZAIENBERG, Arthur. *Drawing all animals.* 1967. By clear advice and examples, one is shown how to draw large and small animals, both wild and domesticated. It includes a number of representative species in sketches. 743.6 Z21a

There are a large number of books available on camping, fishing, and canoeing. The following is a selection of some titles in these areas.

ANDERSON, L. A. *A guide to canoe camping.* 1969. 797.122 A547


BARAB, Marvin. *Family camping handbook.* 1969. 796.54 B23


CANADIAN FAMILY CAMPING FEDERATION. *Family camping in Canada.* 1970. 796.54 C212

ELLIOTT, C. N. *The outdoor observer: how to see, hear and interpret in the natural world.* 1969. 799.1 E46

ENGEL, L. K. *The complete book of motor camping.* 1971. 796.54 E57


ORMOND, Clyde. *Outdoorsman’s handbook.* 1970. 796.5 O73o


SULLIVAN, G. E. *The backpacker’s handbook.* 1972. 796.54 S949